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91 crx manual transmission fluid
NEW Honda Pack of 2Quarts Manual Transmission Fluid Genuine Ok so my Transmission fluid needs
to be changed and i never done it before. I read the owners manual for my car and it says to use
Dexron 2. Follow these steps to add transmission fluid in a 1991 Honda Civic DX 1.5L 4 Cyl. exact
type of transmission fluid stipulated by your owners manual typically Anyways, I was wondering
what brand and grade of manual transmission oil you would suggest or use yourself.Reload to
refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. To add a new vehicle, select the year, make,
and model at left. Please try again.Please try again.Please try again later.In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In
order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.When you
select a genuine OEM fluid you can rely on the high quality and effectiveness of the product and
brand without having to guess if the product will work in sequence with your vehicle. Protecting
your investment is important and choosing the right fluids can be challenging. So dont risk another
minute by searching and buying something that might work. Stick with what you know and choose a
genuine OEM Honda fluid.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut
key to navigate to the next or previous heading. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage
breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Please try again later. Ryan James 5.0 out of 5 stars This fluid does perform better
than regular motor oil. However, Honda mtf is not mandatory.I noticed the price went up about 2
weeks later.http://www.extintoresorigen.com/images/editor/candy-cnl-145-user-manual.xml
91 crx manual transmission fluid, 91 crx manual transmission fluid test, 91 crx
manual transmission fluid change, 91 crx manual transmission fluid for sale, 91 crx
manual transmission fluid diagram.
My transmission was a bit noisy before and its much quieter now. I bought my car used and the
transmission started getting noisy. Took it to my mechanic and he checked the fluid and said it had
gear oil not transmission fluid. He flushed it using Honda MT fluid and told me that Hondas need to
use Honda fluid. He recommended for me to drive the car for a few hundred miles and flush it again
to help get the rest of the dirty gear oil out so I bought some here on Amazon and just that. Glad I
did cause this time around it made a difference. Im going to change flush it every 30k from now on.It
is a civic lx with the 1.7L engine and manual transmission. I have driven about 50,000 miles and
decided to change the transmission oil after the axle broke. The fluid that came out of the
transmission was just as clear, and clean as the fluid that went in after 4 years. There were no metal
flakes, no burnt smell, it was still viscous, and looked new. I cant say much about the other stuff out
there, but this has worked great, and I will continue to use it.Im a manual transmission freak and all
my cars have been and are manuals. Ive experimented with many fluids including motor oil but this
Honda fluid seems to me, to be the best at everything for manual transmissions.Even if it is a
manual. Unlike me I didnt and now I might have to suffer the consequences.This is what is
recommended for my 2011 Honda CRZ. I can handle that little job. I will be buying this again.If I
stepped on it hard sometimes it wouldn’t wanna go into 2nd and sometimes 3rd. So I did some
research and most forms said try replacing the transmission fluid. So far since I changed the fluid
the car shifts a lot better. Ran the car hard and no problems with any of my gears. My car is roughly
at 174,000 miles on it. And the transmission still running strong. Definitely recommend.Sorry, we

failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again.http://classicalgardenfountains.com/uplds/candy-cmg-1773-dw-manual.xml
Or you may just be struggling to keep it highwayapproved. No matter the situation, Advance Auto
Parts has the Manual Transmission Fluid product you desperately need. We only sell parts from
trusted brands like OES Genuine so that you can find quality parts you can count on. Compare prices
and reviews to choose the best part for you. OEM Approval Honda approved Volume 1 Quart The
Genuine Transmission Fluid is either FACTORY FILL the fluid that was originally installed in the
vehicle or the GENUINE fluid specification as sold by the new car dealer. OES Genuine fluids may
be supplied in fluid manufacturers package or in the vehicle manufacturers package. Before
installing this fluid, please refer to the vehicles owners manual to confirm that it is the correct one
for that vehicles transmission. Product Features Original Equipment Supplier Meets OE Approvals
Enroll now and start getting rewarded its easy. In order to shop on this Web store, you must have
JavaScript enabled. Once JavaScript is enabled please refresh the current page. In order to shop on
this Web store, you must have cookies enabled. Once cookies are enabled please refresh the current
page. Damage due to Racing or abuse is not covered under this warranty. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. It may not display this or other
websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. NOt about the products that
were specified, but because they didnt match and when the called the dealer the dealer agreed it
was a mismatch.CRAZY. BUT dealers are allowed to recommend the better product. Amsoil MTF.
Did you purchase an Amsoil 10w30 of some sort PS Using motor oil is okay, great to swap over. Id
still recommend going to Amsoils MTF eventually, though the 10w30 isnt necessarily an issue either
just less Friction Modifiers so shifting might not be as good as with an MTF lube. Its an automatic,
with 1, 2, and OD.
Its not shifting in OD and I want to check the fluid but cant find where it is Thanks for any It was
super hard for If youre standing Its not shifting in OD The mileage on When I try to drive the car
from a standing position, the gears on the on the I have taken it to the honda dealer where I live and
have yet to find a good transmission. 2 have already failed. Where can I get a transmission for an 81
civic Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware
that it violates our policies. ZF has attributed most of these problems to software issues.Hondas
older transmissions such as the Hondamatic semiautomatic transmission and its successors use
traditional, individual gears on parallel axes like a manual transmission, with each gear ratio
engaged by a separate hydraulic clutch pack. This design is also noteworthy because it preserves
engine braking by eliminating a sprag between first and second gears.The Hondamatic incorporated
a lockup function, which Honda called a third ratio, and had manual gear selection. The companys
early transmissions also used a patented torque converter which used stator force to reduce
hydraulic losses by using a reaction arm to increase the hydraulic pressure when the stator was
stalled. The reaction arm acted directly on the regulator valve this meant that increased pressure
was available to the clutch plates when torque multiplication was greatest. The stator was equipped
with a sprag clutch enabling it to freewheel when required.This torque converter was nominally
about 7in. It was initially announced in Europe as an automatic as the staff at Honda in Europe
assumed that it would like the N600 to be fully automatic. This gearbox was a separate unit and
used ATF Automatic Transmission Fluid.Retrieved 18 December 2017. By using this site, you agree
to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Get a Great PriceMaintenance Schedule for your Car or
Truck.
http://superbia.lgbt/flotaganis/1647867365
Doing so could save you hundreds of dollars on repairs down the road. If you have a Honda then this
is the BEST fluid for the gearbox. It is recommended to change your gearbox oil every 20,000miles
in performance Hondas. All rights reserved. Total work time is about 20 minutes. When plug is

removed clean it up and remove all the metal particles that may be magnetized to it.Its a good idea
to drive the car before performing the oil change so oil will drain faster and all the suspended
particles with it. Replace the drain plug and tighten it with the ratchet.Fill up plug has tendency to
be too tight and 17 mm wrench may slip. Try using a 6point wrench to untie the plug. Be very
careful as it may slip. Wear protective gloves to avoid injury. When plug is removed clean it up and
remove all the metal particles that may be magnetized to it.I prefer to work from the top thats the
reason I used this pump, not the one mechanics use to pump oil into transmission from the bottom.
Let the hose a couple extra inches to get under the car.Go back under the hood.Stop pumping,
remove the hose and replace the plug.When there isnt enough fluid in the gearbox, the Input Shaft
Bearing will not be happy in the long run. Make sure the car is level when you fill the transmission.
Synthethic posted by CRXSi on Wednesday, March 11, 2009 at 324 PM Could i use synthetic motor
oil in there. Snappy idea posted by Craig on Monday, October 20, 2008 at 638 PM Hey, great idea
with fillup! Thanks. Understanding how to check your transmission fluid can help prevent an
unexpected visit to the Honda service center and keep you behind the wheel of a safer car around
Arlington. On frontwheel drive cars, it’s usually located to the right of the oil dipstick. Check your
owner’s manual if you’re having trouble finding it. The fluid should be nearly clear, with a pink hue.
If it looks dirty or gives off a burnt smell, take it to a service center for a replacement. Then insert it
back into the vehicle.
http://gestibrok.com/images/brawl-manual.pdf
Pull it out again and check the level. If it’s under the “Full” marking, you’ll need to add more. Be
sure not to overfill it. That includes checking your transmission fluid, power steering fluid, and
engine oil. As always, you can consult your owner’s manual for a more specific maintenance
schedule. Before you check your transmission fluid, explore these tips Your owner’s manual will
recommend a particular type of transmission fluid. For most drivers, a visit to our service center
near Cordova is more convenient. However, it could be a sign of a more serious problem. Check the
fluid level first, but if it’s fine, schedule service with us today. The actual amount depends on your
driving habits, type of transmission, and other factors. Check your owner’s manual for a more
specific replacement interval. Contact our service center at 800 5915998, reach out online, or stop
by our showroom near Memphis. Limit one coupon per customer per visit. Cannot be combined with
any other offer or owner rewards program. Honda vehicles only excludes Acura. Limit one coupon
per customer per visit. Cannot be combined with any other offer or owner rewards program. Honda
vehicles only excludes Acura. Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot be combined with any other
offer. Tax, shop supplies, and environmental fees not included. Honda vehicles only. Limit one
coupon per customer. Cannot be combined with any other offer. Tax, shop supplies, and
environmental fees not included. Honda vehicles only. Limit one coupon per customer. Offer valid
only at Wolfchase Honda. CAnnot be combined with any other offer. Tax, shop supplies, and
environmental fees not included. Honda vehicles only. Limit one coupon per customer. Offer valid
only at Wolfchase Honda. CAnnot be combined with any other offer. Tax, shop supplies, and
environmental fees not included. Honda vehicles only. Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot be
combined with any other offer. Tax, shop supplies, and environmental fees not included.
https://www.efg-badoeynhausen.de/images/brax-power-detector-manual.pdf
Honda vehicles only, prices may vary depending on model. Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot
be combined with any other offer. Tax, shop supplies, and environmental fees not included. Honda
vehicles only, prices may vary depending on model. Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot be
combined with any other offer. Tax, shop supplies, and environmental fees not included. Honda
vehicles only. Excludes drum brakes. Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot be combined with any
other offer. Tax, shop supplies, and environmental fees not included. Honda vehicles only. Excludes
drum brakes. Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot be combined with any other offer. Tax, shop

supplies, and environmental fees not included. Honda vehicles only. Limit one coupon per customer.
Cannot be combined with any other offer. Tax, shop supplies, and environmental fees not included.
Honda vehicles only. Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot be combined with any other offer. Tax,
shop supplies, and environmental fees not included. Honda vehicles only, price may vary depending
on model. Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot be combined with any other offer. Tax, shop
supplies, and environmental fees not included. Honda vehicles only, price may vary depending on
model. Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot be combined with any other offer. Tax, shop supplies,
and environmental fees not included. Honda vehicles only, prices may vary depending on model.
Improves MPG. Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot be combined with any other offer. Tax, shop
supplies, and environmental fees not included. Honda vehicles only, prices may vary depending on
model. Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot be combined with any other offer. Tax, shop supplies,
and environmental fees not included.Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot be combined with any
other offer. Tax, shop supplies, and environmental fees not included.Limit one coupon per customer.
Cannot be combined with any other offer.
Tax, shop supplies, and environmental fees not included. Honda vehicles only. Limit one coupon per
customer. Cannot be combined with any other offer. Tax, shop supplies, and environmental fees not
included. Honda vehicles only. Make sure they are safe. Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot be
combined with any other offer. Tax, shop supplies, and environmental fees not included. Honda
vehicles only. Make sure they are safe. Limit one coupon per customer. Cannot be combined with
any other offer. Tax, shop supplies, and environmental fees not included. Honda vehicles only.
Something went wrong. View cart for details.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice
Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Something went wrong. Shop by year 1994 1995 1997 Fresh
Deals this Way Find what you’re looking for, for even less.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Asked by Wiki User Top Answer Wiki User
Answered September 11, 2009 704PM 20090911 190408 Honda Owners manual for civics, accords,
integras, etc 10w30All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed,
transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. So is there anyways to
put it in from the Top instead of the side, where the drain bolt is. Pics if yea got some. Or if you can
find one all the better i can save it to my comp to remember. Its easier to get a funnel in there. Im
guessing also that the VSS cable is 15 or 6, im thinkin 15 though right Amazon and the Amazon logo
are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc, or its affiliates. Before adding transmission fluid, make sure
that your engine was running when you checked the fluid level.
If the transmission fluid level on your CRX is low, you need to add fluid through the dipstick tube.
Honda has been developed sophisticated transmissions through years and it is critical that you add
the exact type of transmission fluid stipulated by your owners manual typically in the back of the
manual in a section titled Fluid Capacities. When adding transmission fluid to your CRX, be sure to
add it slowly as the transmission fluid capacity is reached quickly and it is difficult to remove excess
fluid if you overfill. If you are having problems with the transmission in your CRX, such as clunky
shifting or hesitation, check the fluid level first it is amazing how many drivers pay thousands of
dollars for transmission work when a half quart of transmission fluid would have fixed the problem.
All Rights Reserved. Designated trademarks are the property of their respective owners. This
Service is not affiliated with the various automotive companies featured therein. My engine is d16z5
1590cc gas, 1991 crx. If you want other models, please let me know. I tried 10w40 but it seems it
“burns” more oil than it should. The bad thing is that the engine broke water came in the oil sector
the flange broke the rod is off too. The good thing is that I have a second engine of d16A9. What
engine do you have, motor power Learn how your comment data is processed. Well assume youre ok
with this, but you can optout if you wish. The car shows 61k miles and is finished in red over a grey

fabric interior. The seller states that it has been maintained by a local Honda dealer, and a 2014
service included conversion of the air conditioning system to R134a as well as new brakes, a
transmission fluid change, and more. This CRX Si comes with a clean Carfax and a clear New Jersey
title in the seller’s name. This example retains stock lighting, badging, and trim. The Carfax report
shows no accidents or other damage.
Corrosion is evident on the sunroof panel and driverside rear wheel as illustrated in gallery photos.
A City Motors of Passiac, New Jersey dealer sticker is affixed to the rear bumper. Brake work during
the 2014 service included new front rotors and pads, resurfacing the rear drums, installing new rear
shoes, and performing a fluid flush. The condition of the carpets and switchgear is shown in several
closeup photos below. A storage case is incorporated behind the seats, while the rear cargo area
includes a spare wheel and change kit beneath the floor. Approximately 60,800 miles are shown on
the 6digit odometer. The seller states that a local Honda dealer has maintained the car since 2001,
and the 2014 service included replacement of the transmission fluid change and a catalytic
converter heat shield. Additional undercarriage photos are provided in the gallery below. The seller
notes that the mileage was misreported as showing 7k additional miles during the recent clutch
service. Attempting to connect. Missed updates will be sent once your connection has been
reestablished. Missed updates will be sent once your connection has been reestablished. Missed
updates will be sent once your connection has been reestablished. Your bid has been posted in the
comment flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you dont
win, your existing preauthorization will be released. If you win the auction, your card will be
charged for the service fee and you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you dont win, the
preauthorization will be released. Are you sure you want to proceed If so please use the bidding box
above.
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